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THE PREFRATTINI RESIDUAL

H. BECHTELL

Abstract. The structure of a prefrattini subgroup in a finite solvable

group is related to the structure of the prefrattini residual, that is, the

residual for the formation of solvable nC-groups. In particular this structure

can be identified with the system normalizers of a lower nilpotent series in

the prefrattini residual. Moreover, the prefrattini subgroups form a complete

conjugate class within this residual and also contain the system normalizers

of the residual.

Notation is standard and may be found in [8] except for one deviation and

that is G = [A]B represents the group splitting over the normal subgroup A

by the subgroup B in the group G. Only finite solvable groups are to be

considered.

It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic properties of

Frattini subgroups (see [4] or [8]), the concept of the prefrattini subgroups

introduced by W. Gaschiitz [5], and the relationship between a prefrattini

subgroup and a Sylow system given by T. Hawkes [7].

1. The prefrattini residual. A solvable nC-group is a solvable group that

splits over each normal subgroup and the collection of all such groups is a

formation g (see [1]). That the g-residual Gg can be more explicitly defined is

due to a result of W. Gaschiitz [5, Satz 6.6], namely, the prefrattini subgroup

of a solvable group G is trivial if and only if G is an «C-group. Accordingly,

(1.1) C7S is the normal closure of the prefrattini subgroups in a solvable

group G.

For this reason, Gs will be called the prefrattini residual of the group G.

From the definition of g, $(G) C Gg and (G/$(G))g = GS/4>(G) for
which 0(G) denotes the Frattini subgroup of the group G. If $(G) = 1, then

a prefrattini subgroup avoids the Fitting subgroup FiG). A consequence is

the following result:

(1.2) In a solvable group G, Gg is nilpotent if and only if Gg = "5(G).

Denote the residual for the formation of nilpotent groups in a group H by

KxiH). The next conclusion follows from (1.2).

(1.3) If IF is a prefrattini subgroup of a solvable group G, then Gg

= KJGzW.
g admits another characterization. Denote the collection of solvable groups

having the property that each homomorphic image has a trivial Frattini

subgroup by 53. With the aid of Satz 6.6 of [5] and (1.2), it can be established

that G E % if and only if G E g, that is, ^ = g.

If a solvable group G E g, then the normal subgroups of G are in g (see
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[1]). Consequently,

(1.4) M% C Gg for each subnormal subgroup M in a solvable group G.

It is known that if G = [A]B and A is semisimple with respect to B, then a

prefrattini subgroup of B is a prefrattini subgroup of G. Using this fact, (1.4),

and an inductive argument, the following is valid:

(1.5) If M is a subgroup that contains Gg and is normal in a solvable group

G, then each prefrattini subgroup of M is contained in a prefrattini subgroup

of G.

Using the same fact, (1.3), and an inductive argument, the next conclusions

follow:

(1.6) The prefrattini subgroups of a solvable group G are a conjugate class in Gg.

(1.7) A prefrattini subgroup of a solvable group G contains a system

normalizer of Gg.

At this point it appears that an understanding of the structure of a

prefrattini subgroup is dependent upon the g-residual. Only partial results are

known, such as those above, and the pattern is not clear. Some of these

appear in [2], [7], and are generalized to include ©-prefrattini subgroups for

saturated formations ©. However (1.6) and (1.7) motivate the concepts

introduced in the next section. The result obtained there may indicate the

difficulty that lies ahead in trying to formulate precise structure for a

prefrattini subgroup.

2. The prefrattini series. Let Gg = L0 d Lx d • • • d Ln = 1 denote a

lower nilpotent series of length n in Gg. For $0 = 1 and $, = $(G), define

*,+ 1 by %+x/L* = $>(G/L*) for which L* = %Ln_j,j = 0, ...,«. It can
be easily verified that LJ = 1, L*_x c Gg = 4>„ = L0 = L*, 4>7+1 c L*.,,

and Lf G $,+ , for j = 0,. . ., n - 2. The series 1 = IJ C O, c Lf C f 2
C • • ■ C L*_ | c $„ = G5 is a characteristic series of Gg; call this a pre-

frattini series.

A prefrattini subfroup of G covers <&j/ Lf_x and avoids Lf /<t>j, for each j.

For a Sylow system S of Gg, a lower nilpotent series {Lj} of Gg, and for

each j, S reduces into a Sylow system S of JL and into a relative system

normalizer NG (S,.) by a result of P. Hall [6]. Call {NG (§j)\j = 0, . . ., n -

2} an S -system of relative system normalizers for Gg. This system is depen-

dent upon S and it is not being suggested that there is any arbitrariness to

the selection of a Sylow system for the Lj. Also from [6] it is known that the

relative system normalizers for each Lj form a class of conjugate subgroups in

Gs; all are conjugate under Lj. From this it follows that the S -systems form a

single class of conjugate collections of subgroups in Gg. Because relative

system normalizers are preserved under homomorphisms [6] and the known

relationships between the Sylow systems of a group and a factor group, it is

apparent that if A is a normal subgroup of a solvable group G and A C Gg,

then an S -system of Gg is mapped onto an § *-system of Gg/A, S * being a

Sylow system of G^/N into which S reduces. A converse also holds.

Theorem. For a solvable group G, let {NG (S-)|y = 0, ...,« — 2} be an

S -system  with   respect   to  a prefrattini  series   1 = LJ C $, C i* C ■ • •

C L*_x G<&„= Gg. Then I = n"~i$,NG (§„_,_i) is a prefrattini subgroup

ofG.
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Proof. Consider a minimal normal subgroup A C <1>(G) =*= 1 and the

factor group G/N. Then {NLj/N\j — 0, . .., n) is a lower nilpotent series

for Gg/A, ANG (§„_,_,)/A is a relative system normalizer for NLn_j_x/N

with respect to the Sylow system S * of Gg/A into which S reduces, and the

prefrattini seriesjor (G/A)g is A C <&X/N = $, c NLX*/N = Lf C • • •

C NL*_X/N = L*_, c #„/A_= Gg/A. The result is valid whenever Gg is

nilpotent. By induction, r\j~xX(bjiNNG (§„_,_,)/A) is a prefrattini subgroup

W/N of G/A with respect to the Sylow system S A/A (see [7]). Since

n-\

w/N= H (V*)^1^5-;-!)/*)
y-i

= W (•/WS-7-i)/*) = ( n {*jSeJLS.-j-i))/N\
7=i w-i /

then W = n^.'^N^S^^,).
Suppose that $(G) = 1. Since the result is valid for Gg nilpotent, assume

that n > 2. Then Gg = [Ln_x]M for M = NGs(S„_2) by a result of R. Carter

[3]. The semisimplicity of Ln_x with respect to M implies that a prefrattini

subgroup of Af is a prefrattini subgroup of G. Let S denote the extension of

a Sylow system S * of M to a Sylow system of G and PF a prefrattini

subgroup of M relative to S *. Afg has nilpotent length n - 1 and if

{Lj\j = 0, . . . , n — 1} denotes a lower nilpotent series for AF*, then L

= Ln_1L, for j = 0, .. ., n — 1. Furthermore the prefrattini series 1 = L*

C $, c I* C $2 c • • ■ C L*_2 c 4>i_1 = Afg of Afg is associated with the

prefrattini series of Gg by Lf = Ln_xLJ_x and 0, = L„_,$._,.
If jRy is a relative system normalizer of Lj in Af via S *, then /?y C Nc (Sy).

Moreover

/?, = Ln„xRj/Ln_x « Z^.N^§,)/£„_, « NGs(S,)/NG8(Sy) n L„_,.

Each x G NGg(Sy.) n i„_„  for y < n - 2,  normalizes   S„_2.  Hence jc G

A,-i O NGs(S„_2) = 1. Therefore R, = AGs(S,.).
By induction, W = fl "=12$,/?„_,_2 is a prefrattini subgroup of Af. Then

n-l /n-1 \

7 = n ^nGs(s„_,_,) = nGs(§„_2) n n ^NGs(§n_,_,)
y-i \7-2 /

= nGh(S„_2) n I p A,-,5,-A-y-,j

= \(Uni„J D 5,.,*„_,_.J

= NGa(S„_2) n L„_,^= rF(NC8(S„_2) n L„_,) = IF.
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Therefore / is a prefrattini subgroup of G.

Another proof for (1.7) emerges. Just note that NG (S)

C n"r,NG (§„_,_,) C /. Moreover (1.6) also follows from the Theorem.

Since the a -systems form a complete conjugate class, then so does

{ n;j, ^Nc^S,,-,-,)^ }. In passing, if *,. = Lf_x forj = 1, ...,«- 1 in a
prefrattini series for Gg, then / is a system normalizer of Gg.
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